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Abstract— Home Automation is a field that, among other subjects, is concerned with the comfort, security and energy requirements of private homes. The configuration of automatic functions in this type of houses is not always simple to its inhabitants requiring the initial setup and regular adjustments. In this work, the ubiquitous computing system vision is used, where the users’ action patterns are captured, recorded and used to create the context-awareness that allows the self-configuration of the home automation system. The system will try to free the users from setup adjustments as the home tries to adapt to its inhabitants’ real habits. In this paper it is described a completely automated process to determine the light state and act on them, taking in account the users’ daily habits. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is used as a pattern recognition method, classifying for each moment the light state. The work presented uses data from a real house where a family is actually living.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Automation in houses is becoming more and more available as a standard feature of a normal home. The creation of real smart houses that gets adapted to its inhabitants’ usage in an efficient way, is an essential characteristic of the future home automation systems.

The ubiquitous computing vision can be applied in a home automation scenario, offering the ability of the house to react to the users and learn their habits. Ubiquitous computing systems, raised by Mark Weiser, have the purpose of creating applications that react to the situations, help in everyday tasks and make the technology usage effortlessly [1].

In the last years some dedicated smart environments are being developed, by academia and industry, around the world, e.g., AwareHome [2], intending to create a living laboratory for ubiquitous computing research on everyday activities; the MavHome project [3] is a multi-disciplinary research focused on the creation of an intelligent home environment from University of Texas at Arlington; from industry, the Philips company established HomeLab [4] as a testing ground advanced interaction technology; a collaborative product and technology development, PlaceLab project [5], is joint initiative between Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and TIAx firm, provides a living laboratory to study human behaviours, the routine activities and interactions of everyday life. The recognition of Activities of Daily Life (ADL), is focused almost by all researches in order to achieve the high context definitions to be used by other high level applications.

In recent years there has been growing the usage of diverse datamining techniques to process data captured from a collection of sensors dispersed in the environment, aiming the determination of pattern in the human activity, e.g., in [6] the usage of a hierarchical hidden semi-Markov model to track the daily activities of residents in an assisted living community; Tapia et al. [7] applied Navie Bayesian classifier to recognize ADL such as bathing, toileting, dressing and preparing lunch, based on analysis of data collected from a set of small and simple state-change sensors; the usage of a temporal neural network-based agent [8] to recognize behaviours and ADL such listening to music, working at computer and sleeping; they utilize a user interface (UI) to help to label the user activities; Lithr et al. [9] uses a data mining approach, intertransaction association rule (IAR), for the detection of new and changing behaviour in people living in a smart home; in [10] it used a self-adaptive neural network (SANN) called Growing Self-Organizing Maps (GSOM), a cluster analysis of human activities of daily living.

In this paper, it is presented a complete autonomous method of using ANN to determine the users’ patterns concerning the usage of the lights with the purpose of predicting its state and act on them automatically. The method present will not require any users’ direct input by UI. It only uses the patterns acquired from the normal usage of the lights from the users and, therefore, it doesn’t require the task labeling step. After ANN training, the weights are small enough to be distributed throughout environment embedded devices. The structure of the ANN was kept as simple as possible so that it can run later in low resource devices.

The entire essential steps to reproduce this work will be detailed as must as possible. However not all available data will be analyzed or processed due to privacy and/or security reasons.
The paper starts by presenting the system and the way the data is acquired, followed by data preprocessing and normalization. The ANN structure and the details of training are also shown as well as the evaluation of the results. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented.

II. DATA ACQUISITION

Data acquisition is the first step of a pattern recognition system as described by Polikar [11].

The data was collected from a real instrumented house, where a young family, composed by a couple and a child, is actually living. The system is monitoring the complete house lights usage, 24 hours a day, since August 2007.

![Switch device with relay output and RS-485 interface.](image)

Fig. 1 Switch device with relay output and RS-485 interface.

In this application, it is important that the acquisition of the users’ actions is done in an implicit way, i.e., in such a manner that the habitants do not notice this process [12]. This aspect was considered by the hardware, shown in fig. 1, which controls the instrumented house. This device was designed to work in a distributed network and take into account some characteristics that allow it to be included in an autonomic ubiquitous system as described in [13]. It is placed in the home electrical installation between the light switch and the light bulb, reproducing the normal circuit functionality and, at same time, reporting the user actions events. An actuation can also be requested remotely to the device.

![Light Accumulated Usage with minute resolution (122 days period).](image)

Fig. 2 Light Accumulated Usage with minute resolution (122 days period)

The events in the database can be used to calculate several statistics, as a training set to machine learning or in data-mining algorithms. In fig. 2 it is presented the light accumulated usage charts of four spaces selected from the instrumented house. In the kitchen light usage, we can clearly see that the dinner is served around 8 p.m. (on average) and after that, the family goes to the living-room. The hall light also indicates that its usage increases around 7 p.m., possibly because that is the home arriving hour. Another accumulated value presented in the kitchen, WC mirror and hall around 6 a.m. to 7 a.m. is very noticeable. It indicates that a very precise and timed event occurs almost every day. This feature can be easily identified by the get-up and go-to-work routine. The accumulated value in the WC mirror light starts at 6 a.m. and in the kitchen and Hall it starts around 6:30 a.m. and ends around 7 a.m.

![Histograms for light usage intervals (122 days).](image)

Fig. 3 Histograms for light usage intervals (122 days)

The events are captured by the teleswitch device, and then they are transmitted to a communicator device (the gateway of the dedicated home network) where they are time stamped [13]. Finally, the events are stored in a database. The table I shows an example of the events that report the users’ actions and the actuator actions. Typically, to every input event, an output event is generated. The first event is the user’s input and the second event is the device resulting action.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Time Stamp</th>
<th>Device Address</th>
<th>IO Id</th>
<th>IO Type</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-03-2008 6:23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Key Pressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-03-2008 6:23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Relay On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-03-2008 6:39</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Key Released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-03-2008 6:39</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Relay Off</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

EVENTS SAMPLE WHEN ACTING IN A LIGHT BULB

The events are captured by the teleswitch device, and then they are transmitted to a communicator device (the gateway of the dedicated home network) where they are time stamped...
The histograms shown in fig. 3 point out the usage intervals in which a light is switched-on by the inhabitants.

These histograms are very important to determine the moment it is probable to switch-off a light. It’s possible to see that 90% of the usage intervals for the WC mirror light has a duration of less that 1500s (25 minutes) and almost near 100% of the activities happen in less that 3600s (1 hour). In the hall light usage, the percentile of 90% happens at 1 hour and the value near 100% only appears later on. This indicates that an automatic decision to turn-off the light needs to take into account the user patterns to prevent a wrong action.

The light usage intervals histogram values below 30s were filtered because they have less impact in decision making and in light power consumption.

III. DATASET

The data captured indicates that the light usages are somehow related and follow a pattern. This means that it may be possible to predict the state of light bulb by looking back to the previous events. It’s also necessary to take into account the hour of the day and the weekday to improve the prediction. The weekday will help by separating the user pattern of a moment it is probable to switch-off a light. It’s possible to see that 90% of the usage intervals for the WC mirror light has a value near 100% only appears later on. This indicates that an automatic decision to turn-off the light needs to take into account the user patterns to prevent a wrong action.

The light usage intervals histogram values below 30s were filtered because they have less impact in decision making and in light power consumption.

The light usage intervals histogram values below 30s were filtered because they have less impact in decision making and in light power consumption.

The data interval selected for processing.

The data captured indicates that the light usages are somehow related and follow a pattern. This means that it may be possible to predict the state of light bulb by looking back to the previous events. It’s also necessary to take into account the hour of the day and the weekday to improve the prediction. The weekday will help by separating the user pattern of a moment it is probable to switch-off a light. It’s possible to see that 90% of the usage intervals for the WC mirror light has a value near 100% only appears later on. This indicates that an automatic decision to turn-off the light needs to take into account the user patterns to prevent a wrong action.

The light usage intervals histogram values below 30s were filtered because they have less impact in decision making and in light power consumption.

The light usage intervals histogram values below 30s were filtered because they have less impact in decision making and in light power consumption.

The time interval (minutes of the day) was also normalized using min-max normalization, converting linearly the interval [0...1439] to values within [0...1] and the same normalization was done in the weekday attribute.

IV. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

In order to obtain automatic classification of light state, we applied artificial neural networks (feed-forward full connectionist, with sigmoid activation rule)[15] in the lights usage dataset described in the previous section.

Every input vector will contain the time, the day of the week and the last event time for each light in the house, except the light that we are trying to predict. The value of the light state we are trying to predict will be used to classify the datasets.

A. Structure

The ANN used is composed by three layers (input layer, hidden layer and output layer). The input layer has 26 neurons (one for each of the 24 light sources and one input neuron for the time attribute and other for the weekday attribute). The hidden layer uses the same number of neurons as the input layer. The numbers of the hidden layer neurons can not be too small, because it will decrease the capability for the ANN learn patterns, but if the number of the hidden neuron is too large, there is a risk of overfitting the dataset [16]. The output layer is composed by a unique neuron.

The output y of the single ANN layer is calculated in the equation 4.

\[ y = f(Wx + b) \]  

The W represents the matrix layer neurons weights, the x is the input vector, b is the neurons bias weights, and f() is the occurred max of 60 minutes ago.

B. Normalization

The normalization process is very important because it will speed up the training phase [14]. There are many methods for data normalization: min-max normalization, z-score normalization and normalization by decimal scaling. In this implementation we selected the min-max normalization, because the minimum and maximum are well-known. Min-max normalization performs a linear transformation on the original data. If we consider that min, and max, are the minimum and the maximum values for attribute A, the min-max normalization maps a value v of A to v' in the range [j, k] by computing the equation 2.

\[ v'(v) = \frac{v - \min_a}{\max_a - \min_a} \times (k - j) + j \quad j < k \]  

In the dataset the values will be in the interval [-\tau..\tau] and will be transformed into the interval [-1..1], simplifying the min-max calculation and resulting in the equation 3.

\[ v'(v) = v \cdot \tau^{-1} \]  

The time interval (minutes of the day) was also normalized using min-max normalization, converting linearly the interval [0..1439] to values within [0..1] and the same normalization was done in the weekday attribute.

The result dataset of the equation will have fading values in the interval [0..\tau] for lights that were deactivated and [-\tau..0] for lights that were activated in the last \tau time. Using this equation, it will also prevent that the light left ON does not disturb the patterns detection that may happen later on.

The first step is creating a record set to every light source where, for each date, we identify the light state and the time of the state change, i.e. a record set of tokens of {light state (s); time passed from the last occurrence (t)}. The following step is filling in the blanks by expanding the data to get a record for each minute of the day for the time interval selected.

In the implementation we get a light ON state ratio of 1:49 for the hall light, but a better ratio 1:6 for the living-room light. The ratio depends on the amount of time a light is used in the data interval selected for processing.

Finally and before the normalization procedure, the dataset needs to be converted from the token into a single value. The equation 1 presented will do that transformation where \( \tau \) indicates the max time an event will be considered.

\[ v(s,t) = \begin{cases} \frac{(\tau-t) \times (2s-1)}{\tau} & \tau \geq 0 \\ 0 & \tau < 0 \end{cases} \]  

The result dataset of the equation will have fading values in the interval [0..\tau] for lights that were deactivated and [-\tau..0] for lights that were activated in the last \tau time. Using this equation, it will also prevent that the light left ON does not disturb the patterns detection that may happen later on.

In the implementation we select a \( \tau = 60 \) minutes, which means that we are looking to patterns that consider an action occurred max of 60 minutes ago.
activation function.

As activation function, we use the sigmoid function showed on equation 5.

\[ f(x) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-x}} \]  

(5)

B. Training

The backpropagation algorithm with momentum was used for ANN classifier training. On the algorithm iteration, the single layer matrix W update is defined in equation 6 where \( \alpha \) is the momentum, \( \eta \) is the learning rule and \( \delta \) is the neuron error.

\[ \Delta W_j(t) = (1-\alpha)\eta x_\delta + \alpha \Delta W_j(t-1) \]  

(6)

As a way of evaluating the binary classification, we use the Sensitivity (Se) and the Specificity (Sp) statistical measures.

The Sensitivity or recall rate specifies the portion of true positives (TP) in the classification, i.e., the portion of the light ON state that was positively detected. The Se is calculated using the equation 7, where TP (true positives) is the number of positive cases correctly classified, and FN (false negatives) is the number of misclassifications for positive cases being incorrectly classified as negative.

\[ Se = TP/(TP + FN) \]  

(7)

The Specificity is the proportion of true negatives (TN) in all negative cases in the dataset, i.e., the fraction of the light OFF state that was correctly detected. The Sp is determined by calculating the equation 8, where TN (true negative) is the number of correct classification of the light OFF state and FP (false positive) is the number of misclassifications for negative where it was incorrectly classified as a ON state of the light.

\[ Sp = TN/(TN + FP) \]  

(8)

In the classification of the light ON state, the Sp needs to be as high as possible because a FP (false positive) is unacceptable in a home environment since it will activate a light when it’s not the right time to do that. A low value of Se is not so critical because we can cross-check it with light usage intervals histogram before executing an action.

V. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

As an evaluation we tested the ANN classifier to determine the state of the hall light in the instrumented home. In this particular light, and for the interval analyzed, we got a total of 178028 records from which 3592 record are ON state and 174436 are OFF state for the hall light (ratio of 1:49).

The ANN took 13 minutes to train in a 1.5 Ghz cpu and converged in 33 epochs for a mean square error (mse) threshold of 0.025. The training stopped after a 5 consecutive epoch below the mse threshold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>STATISTICAL MEASURES FOR ANN CLASSIFICATION OF HALL LIGHT STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity (Se)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Set</td>
<td>93.95 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation Set</td>
<td>84.63 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Set</td>
<td>85.88 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table II, the Se indicates that the ANN can predict more than 80% of the day real light ON states, which means that these states are somehow related with other previous actions and the pattern was learned by the ANN.

The Accuracy (Ac) and the Sp show a large value (96%) indicating that the ANN is working well, but because of the large number of the light OFF states records, the absolute number of false positives (FP) is still very high. In the fig. 4 we can see that the FPV (False Positives Vectors) appear almost everywhere the activity was reported.

One of the functions of the ANN is to try to generalize and that can explain some of the errors in classification because the data is based on the users patterns that do not always choose to turn on the light as they are used to. But the ANN has classification errors and the real problem is to identify them.

![Hall Light Accumulated Usage and ANN Usage Windows](image)

![Day Distribution of True Positives Vectors (TPV) and False Positives Vectors (FPV)](image)

**Fig. 4** Day Distribution of True Positives Vectors (TPV), False Positives Vectors (FPV), Hall Light Accumulated Usage and ANN usage window (\(\kappa = 4\))
The usage of the ANN classifier for deactivating the light will allow the threshold to be lower, resulting in higher power savings, as it may turn off the light earlier. At the same time, it takes into account the users’ habits.

C. Spreading behaviors into environment

The process of training the ANN needs to be executed frequently in order to incorporate new patterns and disable older ones. The training process is executed everyday, by the house computer, at night hours, as a low priority process. The training process uses a window (122 days in our implementation) with the latest event data. The frequency of the training is sufficient to maintain the system updated.

After the training of ANN, for each light source, the information is sent to the embedded devices in the environment. These devices will monitor the events related with usage of the lights and execute the ANN classification, acting in the environment as already described. This way, the system will have lower latency and, at same time, we get a more robust system, i.e., if the house computer is down for some reason (blocked, rebooting or temporarily power-down) the environment automatic actions will still work. Any missing data caused by the failure of the home computer will not have a great impact in the system automatic action, because of the usage of ANN and basic statistical calculation, i.e., if a computer fails one day in an interval of 122 days less that 1% of data will be missing.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The method presented will be applied to control other devices in the home like: window shutter, heating system, media devices, etc. The stand-by state of devices will be focused to improve energy efficiency all over the home.

As a future work, the selection of a different and more complex ANN structure that makes possible a better Sp and Se will be studied, but it still needs to be simple enough to run in a small device. We will create a method to calculate the optimal values for the initial setup of the constants $\tau$, $\kappa$ and $\phi$ that will make the autonomous process more efficient.

Although the method shows good results, other A.I. techniques will be studied in order to compare its performance and limitations.

An UI is being implemented, that allows the users to see what automatic actions were taken by the system.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this paper shows that the usage of the ANN to determine user light patterns is feasible, by setting up, a priori, a small number of constant parameters. The technique exploits the users’ monitored activity information and with that, it deduces the patterns in a complete automatic process. The results show that ANN can decide even when, as a training data, it only uses the lights last events.

The ability to generalization provided by the ANN is one of the major advantages of this technique, but special attention is required when using it. It is also important to point out that, in this scenario, automatic actions of the system should be very conservative and only act when a degree of confidence or performance in ANN is acquired. The combination of ANN algorithm and simple statistical data processing improves the automated process, by minimizing eventual errors from the ANN classification.

The ANN algorithm, versus other A.I. technique, like k-nearest neighbour algorithm (kNN) was used because it can reduce an events database with some megabyte in size to a few Kbytes composed by ANN weights. This compact information is ideal to, after training, distribute them throughout environment embedded devices, with reduced resources.

The ANN training and its consequent everyday distribution is sufficiently frequent to adapt for changes in users’ behaviour caused e.g. by year seasons cycle. If the users change constantly and rapidly their behaviours, the system will not be able to detect patterns, resulting in an absence of automated actions.

The method presented offers the ability of a house to become context-aware, as it can learn the users’ habits in an automatic process leading to an autonomic home with self-configuration capability.
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